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E-Z Catch Remote Fire Trap 
 with Remote Trap Trigger 

 

The E-Z Catch Remote Fire Trap (with Remote Trap Trigger) was designed for on-site 
manned capture of targeted animals (FIG 8).  The trap base frame measures 36 x 36 
with a net depth of approx 18”.  The metal base is powder coated to prevent rust.  
Maximum Effective Range (M.E.R.) is typically 100’ to 150’ although it has been 
successfully tested up to 200’.  Maximum range is dependant on terrain or other 
interference between Trap Trigger Device and Remote.  
 
Item Code: WCSRC36-Remote   
WCS EZ Catch - 36" x 36" x 2.5" (with 1 Key Fob) 
 

 

Product Installation & Operation 
 

1:  Install 8 AA batteries into Trap Trigger Device (Fig 1 & 2).  
2:  Install Trap Trigger device on to the E-Z Catch frame with wing nuts provided (Fig 3 

& 4)  
4.  Press Trap Trigger plunger into device to leave guide clear for setting rod. 
5.  Setting trap: swing setting rod away from trap and fold spring-loaded half of trap 

over.  Pull back net to keep clear of Trap Trigger device.  Flip setting rod over folded 
half of trap and place in setting rod guide (Fig 5).  Net should form a V pattern when 
trap is set. 

6.  Extend Trap Trigger plunger over setting rod (Fig 6).  IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT 
extend plunger all the way over to touch the setting rod guide.  Extend plunger just 
enough to hold setting rod in place, there must be space between plunger and 
setting rod guide or trap will not fire (Fig 6). 

7.  Place bait on pan. 
8.  Turn Trap Trigger device on with ON/OFF switch located on the side of the unit (Fig 

7).  The LED will indicate if unit is on (green light lit) or off.  Trap is now ready to fire.  
9.  Trap Trigger device is activated by pressing button on Remote only.  
10. Trap Trigger device has a 4 second hold time between each trip.  Unit cannot be 

reset until the 4 second hold time has expired. 
 
 
WARNING: Keep head and body parts away from E-Z Catch when setting and 
once set as trap may fire if not set correctly.  Remove battery pack when unit is 
not in use for an extended period of time. 
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Helpful Hints: 
 

A. Each Trap Trigger unit will have it’s own unique Maximum Effective Range. 
Typically the M.E.R. is approximately 125’.  Ranges of up to 200’ can be 
obtained.  For extended range remove Trap Trigger top (Fig 1) and extend 
antenna through small hole (Fig 7) located on side of unit.  Form antenna straight 
up. 

B. Battery life will diminish M.E.R.  
C. Use a grease lubricant on setting rod where it meets the plunger 
D. Place plunger over half of setting rod.  Do not move plunger completely over rod. 
E. Two Trap Triggers cannot be activated simultaneously.  They must be activated 

one at a time. 
F. Turn off unit when not in use.  There is a power drain on the batteries when the 

LED is on. 
G. Each Trap Trigger will activate ONLY with the Remote that came with the unit.  

You can not interchange Remotes. 
H. Replacement Remotes are available. 

 

 

( Scroll down to next page for pictures)
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(FIG 2) 
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(FIG 4) 

 

 
(FIG 5) 

  

 
(FIG 6) 

 

 
(FIG 7) 

 

 
(FIG 8) 

 


